Molecular analysis of a chromosome 4 inversion segregating in a large schizophrenia kindred from Hong Kong.
The present study looks at a paracentric inversion on chromosome 4 [inv(4)(q13;q25)] in members of a large schizophrenia kindred from Hong Kong, and the possibility of a susceptibility gene for schizophrenia at one of the inversion breakpoints. Fluorescence in situ hybridization with BAC and fosmid clones was used to determine the location of the 4q13 and 4q25 breakpoints, however bioinformatic analysis indicated that no known genes are directly disrupted by the breakpoints. We identified several putative genes and expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from around the breakpoint regions, and have characterized them further in order to determine whether they may represent full-length mRNAs that are disrupted by the inversion. Overall, it appears that, while no known genes are disrupted, an as yet undiscovered gene, or indeed, a known gene, may be present near one of the breakpoints and may be disrupted by position effect. We hypothesized that either the 4q13 or 4q25 breakpoint region may contain a common susceptibility gene for schizophrenia. We genotyped 117 schizophrenia families for several short tandem repeat polymorphisms close to the breakpoints. Family based association testing showed no association at the 4q13 breakpoint region, but showed significant allelic association for marker D4S2989 at the 4q25 breakpoint region (p=0.016). This study suggests that the 4q breakpoint regions may harbour a gene that contributes to the illness in the large Hong Kong pedigree, and this 4q25 region should be examined further in other schizophrenia samples.